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Executive Department
* State House, Boston, June 10, 1966.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives ,

In 1960, faced with the accumulated backlog of needs both for
additional office space for the various departments, commissions,
and agencies of the Executive branch, and more particularly, for
modem, well planned, lighted and ventilated office space, Your
Honorable Bodies created the Government Center Commission.
The Commission was empowered to construct two major projects:
(1) a new State Office Building and (2) a new State Services Center
consisting of three buildings a Mental Health Center and State
Laboratories Building, a Health, Welfare and Education Building,
and an Employment Security Building.

It has been a major policy of both my first and present adminis-
tration to expedite these two projects. The continued use of old,
deteriorating office space, with high maintenance costs, is not con-
ducive to the kind of efficient and economical government that the
Commonwealth must provide in order to serve its people well.

The formal opening of the New State Office Building on May 18,
1966, marked a milestone in alleviating some of the most intolerable
working conditions with which the State service has had to cope.
Moving the Department of Commerce and Development, for ex-
ample, has enabled the State to terminate its rental of the very in-
adequate premises that Department formerly occupied. Moving

-the Division of Insurance has freed some space at 100 Nashua Street
*to meet—but not completely to solve—the problem of vastly over-

crowded working conditions in the Department of Public Works
and the Registry of Motor Vehicles. Moving the Department of
Natural Resources has freed that Department from the deteriorat-
ing conditions of the Ford Building on Ashburton Place.
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While the situation in some departments has improved, never-
theless the problem of office space in the Executive branch rc mains
critical. Delay in commencing the new State Services Center, in
Particular, has caused increasing crowding in the inadequate quarters
of four of our fastest growing departments: Mental Health, Public
Health, Public Welfare and Education. The Department of Mental
Health, for example, has been forced to occupy the space in the
Ford Building vacated by Natural Resources a temporary ex-
pedient which, in view of the deteriorating condition of that build-
ing, cannot be long endured. The Department of Public Health
and Public Welfare, faced with increased responsibilities under the
Medicare Program, and, in the case of Public Health, with impend-
ing expansion of water pollution and air pollution programs, simi-
larly face desperate space shortages. The Department of Educa-
tion, charged with the statutory duty of implementing the Willis
Commission recommendations, presently occupies overcrowded
quarters on Newbury Street not adequate to meet even its existing
functions.

In order to accommodate these needs at the earliest possible
moment, I submitted legislation both last year and this year which
would have the effect of commencing construction of the Services
Center. I once again urge that you immediately complete action
on this legislation. None of the space problems of these depart-
ments can be wholly resolved until the Center is completed. Until
that time at least three years away even if Your Honorable Bodies
act immediately we must continue to make temporary arrange-
ments to meet some of these pressing needs, as well as those of cer-
tain other departments.

In addition a serious office space problem has developed at 100
Nashua Street. Although the Department of Public Works has
had some alleviation of overcrowded conditions due to expansion
into the vacancy left by the Division of Insurance, there has by no
means been sufficient relief. Furthermore, it has become apparent
that 100 Nashua Street now 34 years old is in need of complete
renovation. The elevators are in need of extensive repairs and the
plumbing and electrical services must be renewed. The outside of
the building requires painting and a complete new roof. Other
ordinary maintenance, including painting, is needed throughout the
entire building. This work cannot proceed in the present over-
crowded condition of the building. For this reason, additional
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space must now be located in order to free enough space to permit
commencement of the needed renovation.

Last year it became apparent that the Department of Corpora-
tions and Taxation could not be transferred to the new State Office
Building in time to permit the termination of its lease at 80 Mason
Street by April 30, 1966. Delays in the completion of the new
State Office Building prevented the move before that date as orig-
inally scheduled. Furthermore, discussions with the Department
established that it would be impracticable to schedule a complete
transfer during the heavy tax collection period from March 15 to
June 30. In particular, the Bureau of Analysis and Processing and
the Bureau of Collections could not be moved until after that
period during this year. The correctness of this decision was fur-
ther justified by the enactment of the comprehensive tax program
in late February which has caused an unanticipated expansion
in the needs of that Department for office space.

Faced with the generally pressing need for additional office space,
and in the light of that particular problem encountered in the De-
partment of Corporations and Taxation, it was deemed necessary
to retain the occupancy of the building at 80 Mason Street to the
end of the lease period April 30, 1967. Manifestly, this action
was necessary and prudent in the light of the delays which were
predicted and which have actually been encountered in moving the
Department of Corporations and Taxation. Furthermore, 80 Mason
Street offers ample space at a rental much lower than that gen-
erally prevailing in downtown Boston to help meet some of the
other most pressing temporary needs for office space.

Considerable time and attention has been spent in determining
the most economical and feasible allocation of the space available
at 80 Mason Street, and in relating the needs of various departments
to the particular advantage and disadvantages of those premises.

It is apparent, of course, that first priority must be given to
whatever hold-over occupancy will be required by the Department
of Corporations and Taxation the present tenant of the premises.
While everything possible is being done to accomplish the transfer
to the new State Office Building of most of the bureaus of that De-
partment before the end of July, nevertheless it is not certain that
the new Sales Tax Bureau can be transferred at that early date.

As space gradually becomes available due to the transfer of Cor-
porations and Taxation, however, the necessity for a complete as-
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sessment of present and future space needs of the various depart-
ments, commissions and agencies becomes apparent. Only after
this kind of careful reappraisal of our entire office space needs can
we be certain the premises at 80 Mason Street will be utilized to
the maximum economic advantage of the Commonwealth. Many
competing needs that must be met in some way have come to light
in our initial survey of the situation.

In reviewing this situation, it should be borne in mind that the
normal policy of the Commonwealth is to locate a department or
other operating agency under one roof, wherever possible. Ex-A
perience has shown that this policy of space allocation is conducive*
to maximum efficiency in the operation of any such independent
operating unit of the Executive Branch. In keeping with this
policy, premises as large as those at 80 Mason Street, offering
105,000 square feet of floor space, would normally be used to house
one or more entire such operating units.

Several alternative uses, in accordance with this policy have
been under consideration.

The Registrar of Motor Vehicles has formally requested that
consideration be given to moving the headquarters of the Registry
to 80 Mason Street. In General McLaughlin’s letter to me, dated
April 29, 1966, he states;

‘ ‘ In my opinion the location at 80 Mason Street can be utilized
for our headquarters since the Department of Corporations
and Taxation performs a function at that address similar to
that which is performed by this department. They neces-
sarily transact business with a large segment of the population,
involving the processing of a tremendous volume of paper work
with seasonal peakloads.
They have adapted the building to provide this service ade-
quately and I feel that in a similar operation there would be
no reduction of service to the motoring public who have oc-
casion to visit our main headquarters.

I
We presently have 835 employees who are performing their
duties in 51,823 square feet of space. This is the net amount
of space, including areas occupied by the Division of Motor-
boats, lobbies, elevator wells, lavatories, police and other uon-
Registry activities.
It has been recommended that the same number of employees
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should be housed in 105,196 square feet of space, and our activi-
ties are estimated to grow so that it would be required that
154,079 square feet be available within the immediate fore-

seeable future and that this area be expanded to 184,282 square
feet in a low-rise building or 251,792 in a high-rise building.
All of this material is in a study prepared for the Bureau of
Building Construction by Associated Architect and Engineer,
a Boston organization, with consultant services rendered by
Mr. Victor H. Wilburn, of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

In conclusion, I would request that we be given preference re-
garding the transfer to 80 Mason Street and that necessary
action be taken to insure that negotiations be completed as
soon as the building has been vacated by the Department of
Corporations and Taxation as possible.”

It is clear from General McLaughlin’s letter that the growth in
the volume of business handled by the Registry of Motor Vehicles
will soon require, in the long-range development of State office space,
a new building. Pending the development of plans for such a
building, and to provide immediately for the needs of the Depart-
ment of Public Works, and for renovation of the building at 100
Nashua Street, it may be desirable to move much of the Registry
to the space gradually being vacated at 80 Mason Street by the
Department of Corporations and Taxation.

On the other hand it is also necessary to consider the pressing
needs of other departments in order to allocate available space with
maximum efficiency and economy. The Department of Education,
as pointed out earlier, has expanded beyond any reasonable ac-
commodation in its present quarters at 200 Newbury Street in
Boston. The policy of locating an entire department under one
roof would ideally require that that department will occupy a tem-
porary building of a size approximating that available at 80 Mason
Street, until such time as the new Health, Education and Welfare
building is ready for occupancy. Transfer to any such building
would further require consideration of the future use to be made of
Education’s present quarters at 200 Newbury Street quarters
owned now by the Commonwealth. Many other departments, such
as Public Welfare and Mental Health, discussed earlier, have acute
temporary space needs which further consideration may or may
not determine can be alleviated directly or indirectly through use of
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the relatively inexpensive space available at 80 Mason Street. On
the other hand, further study may indicate that the premises can
best be used only for general turn-over space during whatever part
of the lease-period remains after the Department of Corporations
and Taxation has vacated the premises. For a very short term use
it is obviously impractical to incur sizable moving expenses.

It would not be appropriate at this time for me to make a recom-
mendation as to the allocation of space gradually being vacated
at 80 Mason Street by the Department of Corporations and Taxa-
tion. Before any responsible allocation may be made, further
study is called for to determine its most efficient and economical
future use. Furthermore it would be obviously unwise to initiate
a sizable transfer of the Registry or any other agency to 80 Mason
Street before lease arrangements have been negotiated guarantee-
ing to that agency both the physical conditions, the length of tempo-
rary occupany, and such other safeguards as it requires for its
particular purposes.

It is imperative that funds be appropriated immediately to
cover the rental of the premises for the remainder of the lease term.
Such action will not only insure the use of the premises to the De-
partment of Corporations and Taxation, whose occupancy must
continue for a period which is as yet not certain, but will similarly
insure that we have the opportunity to make constructive use
of the premises to alleviate the temporary space problems of some
other agency or agencies.

In the first instance it will be necessary to appropriate a sum
to cover the rental of the Department of Corporations and Taxa-
tion the only department which we can be sure at this time
will make use of the premises. I recommend that for this purpose
you appropriate from the General Fund the sum of $300,000 to cover
not only the rental but any moving expenses attendant upon future
use of the premises. I further suggest that you authorize the trans-
fer from the sum appropriated for moving expenses and rent of the
building to items of appropriation available for the expenses of
agencies that are moved into the building, such sums as may be
necessary to supplement any amounts otherwise available in said
items of appropriation for the purpose and that you also authorize
the allocation of such transfers to the several State or other funds
to which such items of appropriation are charged.
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I further recommend that, in accordance with the facts outlined
earlier in this message, the sum of $1,980,000 be appropriated from
the Highway Fund for the renovation of the Public Works Building
at 100 Nashua Street. The appropriation for renovations should
be authorized for a two-year period, beginning July 1, 1966.

I respectfully request that you authorize the recommended funds
at once, if necessary in advance of the General Appropriation Act,
to permit necessary arrangements for renovation work at 100 Nashua
Street to begin as close to July 1, 1966 as possible, and to cover
the rental at 80 Mason Street as of the same date. There are suffi-
cient sums both in the Highway Fund and the General Fund to
meet the cost of the recommendations contained in this message,
as indicated in the House One Financial Statement.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN A. VOLPE,
Governor of the Commonwealth.
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